$2.00

1ST RACE  5/16 C
8  Kiowa Bonitball - Top times overall
  4  Grey's Bricklayer - Decent back speed
  7  Ahk Rumble Fish - Good potential here
  1  J's B Golden - Fast to the turn
QUINIELA: Wheel 8 w 1-4-7, 4 w 1-7-8 ($12)
TRI: Whl 4-8 w 1-4-7 w 1-3-4-5-7-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 4-8 w 4-7-8 w 1-4-7-8
   with 1-3-4-5-7-8 ($24)
2ND RACE  3/8 TC
3  M's Angle - Good break skills
  7  Grey's Battlefire - Fine break ability
  2  Bjo El Tigre - Some early effort
  6  Tapco Lister - Potential if clear
QUINIELA: Box 2-3-7 ($6)
TRI: Box 2-3-6-7 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-7 w 2-3-7 w 2-3-6-7-8
   ($24)
3RD RACE  5/16 M
8  Keota Bugatti - Fine early speed
  3  Kiowa Shagginboy - Game run last race
  2  Boones Mangino - Good potential here
  4  Solitary Selena - Fast if clear
QUINIELA: Box 2-3-8 ($6)
TRI: Wheel 3-8 w 2-3-8 w ALL ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-8 w 2-3-8 w 2-3-4-8
   with 1-2-3-4-6-8 ($24)
4TH RACE  5/16 B
7  El Moonstruck - Best to the 1/8 pole
  3  Kiowa Molli Boo - Early acceleration
  1  Lamorgan Raise - Moves up after 1/8th
  6  Jiminy Pickle - Good early speed
QUINIELA: Wheel 7 w 1-3-6, 3 w 1-6-7 ($12)
TRI: Whl 3-7 w 1-3-6-7 w 1-2-3-6-7-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-7 w 1-3-7 w 1-3-6-7
   with 1-2-3-6-7-8 ($24)
5TH RACE  5/16 D
5  Flying Go - Good times overall
  2  Silver Monday - Fast if clear
  1  Jiminy Pollyanna - Some potential here
  4  Bow Spurge - Improving form
QUINIELA: Box 1-2-4-5 ($12)
TRI: Whl 1-2-5 w 1-2-5 w 1-2-3-4-5-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 2-5 w 1-2-5 w 1-2-4-5
   with 1-2-3-4-5-8 ($24)
6TH RACE  3/8 TB
2  Flying Midnite - Top speed here
  6  Flying Eufaula - Fair late speed
  5  Ww Shys Drawing - Fair effort overall
  4  Bills Are Due - Potential if clear
QUINIELA: Wheel 2 w 4-5-6, 6 w 2-4-5 ($12)
TRI: Whl 2-6 w 2-4-5-6 w 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 2-6 w 2-5-6 w 2-4-5-6
   with 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
7TH RACE  5/16 C
2  Backwood Nan - Big post advantage
  5  Aqua Ding A Ling - Potential if clear
  1  Winter Blaze - Moves up after 1/8th
  6  Topothecllass - Fine break ability
QUINIELA: Box 1-2-5-6 ($12)
TRI: Whl 1-2-5 w 1-2-5-6-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 2-5 w 1-2-5 w 1-2-5-6
   with 1-2-4-5-6-7-8 ($24)
8TH RACE  5/16 A
7  Flying Regent - Best early speed
  2  Kaisa Sequoyah - Fair effort overall
  8  Extruder - Fair speed here
  6  Deco Ellen Alone - Potential if clear
QUINIELA: Wheel 7 w 2-6-8, 2 w 6-7-8 ($12)
TRI: Whl 2-7 w 2-6-7-8 w 2-3-5-6-7-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 2-7 w 2-7-8 w 2-6-7-8
   with 2-3-5-6-7-8 ($24)
9TH RACE  5/16 D
5  Tmc's Miley - Quickest to the turn
  7  Craigie Timetogo - Fair break ability
  1  Betsy B Racin - Strong break skills
  4  Lu's Diamond - Potential if clear
QUINIELA: Wheel 5 w 1-7 ($4)
TRI: Wheel 5 w 1-7 w ALL ($12)
SUPER: Wheel 5 w 1-7 with 1-4-7
   with ALL ($20)
10TH RACE  3/8 C
5  Dream Deliverer - Best back speed
  4  Starz Missa - Good times overall
  6  Flying Dawn - Some potential here
  2  Hi Noon Hypnotic - Quick breaker
QUINIELA: Wheel 3 w 2-4-8, 4 w 2-3-8 ($12)
TRI: Wheel 3-4 w 3-4-8 w ALL ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-4 w 3-4-8 with 2-3-4-8
   with 1-2-3-4-7-8 ($24)
11TH RACE  5/16 D
3  Jiminy Penelope - Fast if clear
  6  Reward David Ann - Fine break skills
  7  Kaisa Pepper - Quick at the break
  2  Craigie Cryon - Fair speed here
QUINIELA: Wheel 3 w 2-6-7, 6 w 2-3-7 ($12)
TRI: Whl 3-6 w 2-3-6-7 w 2-3-5-6-7-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-6 with 3-7 with 2-3-6-7
   with 2-3-5-6-7-8 ($24)
12TH RACE  5/16 B
6  Flying Chain - Great late speed
  3  Craigie Penske - Fine acceleration
  2  Fuzzys Peoria - Fair effort overall
  4  Sol Deli - Fair effort overall
QUINIELA: Wheel 6 w 2-3-4, 3 w 2-4-6 ($12)
TRI: Whl 3-6 w 2-3-4-6 w 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 3-6 with 2-3-6 with 2-3-4-6
   with 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
13TH RACE  5/16 C
2  Kb's Yoeman - Fair speed here
  3  Ctw Westernstyle - Strong early speed
  4  Ww Deana Bits - Fast if clear
  7  Solitary Art - Fast from the box
QUINIELA: Box 2-3-4-7 ($12)
TRI: Whl 2-3-4 w 2-3-4 w 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 2-3 w 2-3-4 with 2-3-4-7
   with 2-3-4-5-6-7 ($24)
14TH RACE  3/8 C
5  Castle Rocker - Quick breaker
  4  Watt Ford - Good backstretch speed
  1  Fordham - Some potential here
  8  Starz Tamatha - Potential if clear
QUINIELA: Wheel 5 w 1-4-8, 4 w 1-5-8 ($12)
TRI: Whl 4-5 w 1-4-5-8 w 1-3-4-5-6-8 ($24)
SUPER: Wheel 4-5 w 1-4-5 with 1-4-5-8
   with 1-3-4-5-6-8 ($24)

Daily Double
8-3, 8-7, 4-3, 4-7
Best Play of the Day
Race 9
#5 Tmc's Miley